I. INTRODUCTION 1
Musi river located in South Sumatra. This river has a length of 750 km, an average width of 540 m ( the longest 1350 m) located around Kamaro Island (shortest width 250 m) and a depth 15-20 m. Musi river has two islands namely Kembaro and Kerto. The other three major rivers are the Komering River with average width of 236 m, Ogan river with an average width 211 m, and Keramasan river with an average width 103 m, This river is the longest river in Sumatra and split the city of Palembang into two parts. The water transportation centre in Palembang is located at the pier of Plaza Benteng Kuto Besak (BKB), precisely under the Ampera Bridge.
A wide and elongated river is very fitting to be a mainstay of residents transportation. The water transportation remains first choice of local residents despite various modern infrastructures built in South Sumatra. Travel to OKI (Ogan Komering Ilir) can be reached by land route about 5-6 hours. Therefore, until now the river transportation remains the best option because it only has time about 1-2 hours.
Because build a bridge will take aa lot of time and very costly , a simple solution and effective as well as fast when needed. Knock Down River Ferry is the solution for the problem. Knock Down River Ferry is a ship that can be dismantled pairs according to the state of the river to be skipped and can be transported section, and easyli assembled on site within a few days. Intended to transport trucks or either vehicles that are in empty or full of cargo. Loading and unloading of cargo can be done anywhere and has a shallow draft making it easyer to land and does not require large port.
In this final project, will be design a Knock Down River Ferry by analizing the ship connection with the force distribution that occurred.
II. METHOD
Identification and formulation of the problem of how to design the knock down connection on the ship, so that distribution of the force can be evenly distributed. The first step is Lines plan Drawing which is described with the aim to know the hull of the ship and the hull characteristic of the ship especially under the water line area, where the drawing is made on the basis of the establishedwater line. The length and width of the ship is obtained from the maximum number of vehicles that planed. After obtaining the hull ship, the vessel is divided per block according to design. From the previous design is designed with a references standard that can accept the load to be received. In the Lines plan design also dwaring all the equipment of the ship, included cargo. Then conducted stress analysis on the ship connection that has been designed with the Solidwork software
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Pontoon Pontoons are floatimg units that are unmanned or manned with or without self propulsion. The comparison of pontoon principal dimension is different from those common;y used on ships. Pontoon are usually designed as deck load carriers or work equipment and have no hold to carrying cargo.
B. Principal Dimension Planning
Planning of the principal dimension of this pontoon is based on the main principal of references pontoon.. The comparative pontoon is used as a constraint to determine the minimum and maximum values of the main pontoon principal dimension in addition to the exixting constraint that are the boundary effect of the regional conditions that must be met in accordance with the final references that discusses the optimizing of ship principal dimension on the musi river.
Comparative pontoon data as references can be seen in In this optimizization process, the limits used are: -Maximal Draft (T max) : 9 m, is the maximum draft on this pontoon operation area. This figure is obtained from ship draft that operating in Musi river. -Minimal Draft (T min) :1 m, is the minimum requirement obtained frim the comparative pontoon. -Makximal Length ( Lpp max) : 100 m, is the pontton length obtained from comparative pontoon. -Makximal Breadth ( Bmax) : 18 m, is the maximum width obtained from comparative pontoon to match the working area on the Musi river.
-Makximal height (H) : 9 m obtained from the high consideration of the bridge free pass In accordance with the mainpurpose of the ship made to be dismantled pairs and facilitate the mobility og shiping or sshifting the vessel size per block will be adjusted to the size of 20 feet container that will connected to reach the main size of the ship. With the initial design as shown in figure 3.1 The amount of weight permitted abbreviated JBI is the maximum weight of the motor vehicle and its cargo is permitted on the basis of the road class. The amount of weight allowed is greater if the number of vehicle axes more and more. Or it can be formulatedJBI=BK+G+L, where BK is empty weight of the vehicle; G is the weight of the persona; L is the weight of charge. In the calculation of the deck load taken the size of the large truck weighing 16 tons, with the size of existing ship capacity then the ship can contain 6 large trucks in accordance with figure 3.2 Exle Load is the amount of wheel pressure from one vwhicle axis to the deck of the ship. The load is then distributed to the hull construction. Distribution of load distribution later as a reference testing to be used with the help of software.
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D. Connection Design
Planning the correction with reference to standard housing plate modified and adjusted to the load to be received.
. F. Locking Strength Analysis Use material data input process, first determine the construction material data that will be used in connection design. Data input material is required to peform strength analysis because it is related to K factor which then affects the equivalent stress permit, bending stress permit, and safety factor which become the reference of acceptance and rejection criteria. In accordance with previous data hull using materials ship is alumunium alloy 6061. With specifications as follows:
Material 
